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MOLD-A-RAMA (moldarama) machine made in 1964 by Mold-A-Rama, Inc. for New York World's Fair, and Seattle World's Fair in 1962, is restored to its original glory to
reissue souvenirs last seen half a century ago. MOLD-A-RAMA machine made in 1964 by Mold-A-Rama, Inc. for New York World's Fair, and Seattle World's Fair in 1962,
is restored to its original glory to reissue souvenirs last seen half a century ago.
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TRUMAN BUST
1963

Harry Truman (1884-1972) was the 33rd President of the United States, serving from 1945 when he succeeded to
the presidency upon the death of Roosevelt, until the end of his second term in 1953 (which he won in an upset
over Dewey).  Under Truman, the US successfully concluded World War II, and tensions with the Soviet Union
marked the start of the Cold War.

 





 

 

 

 

As explained in WEEK 24 of v1.0 of the Club with
the reissue of the LINCOLN BUST, the TRUMAN
BUST as well as many of the other presidential-
related busts (WASHINGTON, KENNEDY (large),
EISENHOWER, LYNDON JOHNSON, and BARRY
GOLDWATER) were made for anticipated use at
the "ONE NATION UNDER GOD" show at the
1964-65 New York World's Fair, but as time ran
short the show was reduced to only Lincoln.

The backside of the TRUMAN BUST is engraved
"33rd PRES. 1945-1953" and includes his engraved
signature.

The TRUMAN BUST moldset, numbered 1104, was made in late 1963 together with the other presidential busts 
for anticipated use at the 1964-65 New York Worlds Fair.

Disclaimers:  The color and/or exact condition of the MOLD you get in the CLUB-A-RAMA may or may not be as shown.  Not for children under 3.

Please visit the facebook page called 'Moldville', and 'LIKE' it, to keep up to date:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/MOLDVILLE/156515454416041?success=1

 

https://www.moldville.com/24--lincoln-bust.html
http://www.facebook.com/pages/MOLDVILLE.com/156515454416041?success=1
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